The Credit Card Crusade
Workshop

The
Credit
Card
Crusade workshop is
based on the concept
of
applying
basic
financial education…

Gary A. McAbee

The Credit Card Crusade for Students is a workshop based on helping participants gain a
basic understanding of how credit works. It is very important for everyone to know the
positive effects of good credit management and the disastrous effects of bad credit
management before they enter the world of credit usage. Unfortunately, many people do
not know about using credit wisely and this can lead to a continuous cycle of debt.
This workshop incorporates many aspects of basic financial literacy and learning credit
management skills. Part one of this workshop presents a framework for a basic
understanding of how credit works. Part two provides real-world examples such as how
interest rates are calculated and how credit scores rise and fall. Part three concludes with
the long-term benefits of effective credit management that should be practiced daily.
After the presentation, participants will be more educated about credit cards and credit
usage, and credit scores. They will also be able to teach others about credit and make
good decisions about using their credit in the future.
.

The credit card industry is
under attack! This is because
consumers are becoming more
educated about handling their
credit. However, the credit card
companies are fighting mad
and fighting back. They are
creating new policies and
practices to keep consumers in
debt. And guess who's being
burned by their new tricks?
That's right, YOU!!!
In today's credit driven society,
you MUST learn how to use
credit effectively. Learn about
the industry's new tricks and
how to avoid their traps. My 10
keys will allow you to master
using your credit card accounts
and lead to improving your
credit and your lifestyle.

The Credit Card Crusade workshop teaches how to…





Establish and maintain their credit
Understand the credit scoring system
Learn how credit cards work
Apply basic financial strategies to daily routines

For more information about The Credit Card Crusade workshop, contact Gary today…
Email: gary@motivationfortheworld.com
Twitter: @McAbeeGary
Facebook: Author Gary McAbee
Phone: (201) 522-9710
Website: www.motivationfortheworld.com

Gary A. McAbee created
Motivation for the World,
which is the platform for his
motivational speaking and
writing. He is the proud author
of two self-help books: Wake
Up! 42 Ways to Improve Black
America Now! and Rise Up! 42
Additional Ways to Improve
Black America Now!

Motivation for the
World: One person
at a time!

